Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence and choose the word to fill in the blank that is the correct part of speech and is spelled correctly.

1. The children played _______ and loaned each other their toys.
   politey    politely

2. That sweater is wool and it’s very _________.
   scratchy    scratchily

3. Mom looked exhausted, and I knew she _________ needed a day off.
   seriously    serious

4. The teacher said she needed to speak with me _________ after class.
   briefly    briefly

5. You need to get that _________ hair cut!
   shaggy    shaggily

6. The play began _________ when the actor forgot his lines.
   awkwardy    awkwardly

7. After he got off the rollercoaster, he walked around _________.
   dizzily    dizzly

8. Mitchell’s _________ dog bounded into the woods without fear.
   brave    bravely

Directions: Circle the suffix in each of the words below.

9. dreafully
10. velvety

11. pricey
12. uneasily
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